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What, ... Scale?

- **Volume**
  - Ingest, Stock, Retrieve

- **Diversity**
  - Formats
  - Requirements, Use Cases
    - *Tax Fraud Investigation as Designated Consumer Community?*
  - Solutions
    - *Hybrid ...*

- **Time**
  - 1 day to 1,000 years
  - Turnover
    - *Technologies, Employees*
Governance

- **Cost**
  - Per Byte and Year

- **Complexity**
  - Migration
    - Device, Format, Provider?

- **Security**
  - Confidentiality

- **Preservation**
  - Bit-Level, Format, Metadata,
How many Private Enterprises are in the Audience?
Common Understanding?

Let's talk about your Designated Consumer Community.

Tax Fraud Investigation
Proper Drivers?

Dear Customer, this is the point where your successor in 30 years will have a big problem! Act now!

I'm not geared on my successor's problems in 30 years
Technologies and Practices from the Memory Institutions to the Economy!